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You can also activate Office 2010 VL on Windows XP. Usually, the company's management is limited to installing an upgrade
to Windows 8.1. But sometimes you need to get rid of what is already installed. In order to do this, you can install some
specialized software or an uninstall utility. The online store offers a wide range of programs and utilities for removing various
software. Among them, there are many additional utilities, such as uninstalling Office 8, uninstalling drivers, uninstalling
firewalls, uninstalling antiviruses, as well as programs for cleaning the registry. Before proceeding with the removal of this or
that software, it is always worth remembering that it cannot be eternal. And sooner or later it will have to be removed manually.
Microsoft Windows 8 with all updates can be easily restored on the first reboot. Therefore, you should not try to return it back
yourself and even use any boot disks, as this will not help solve the problem in the end.You need to burn a bootable floppy disk
image or create a bootable flash drive. Moreover, this disk is best used with two partitions - installation and unallocated. In this
case, the Windows 8 partition will be located on this partition, and the boot drive will be on it. Uninstall Office 10 from
Microsoft You can try reinstalling the office suite. However, this does not always work correctly. Whatever it was, there is a
special program for reinstalling Office 2010 and Office 2013 for Windows 8, which helps you quickly and easily perform the
replacement. Another option for system recovery is to reinstall Office. You can download the software from the official
Microsoft website. Sometimes reinstallation does not bring results, as in other cases? The most important and necessary rule - do
not take any action if, after scanning your computer for viruses, updating the OS, or trying to restore the operating system, it
works fine and has all the necessary software. The computer simply hangs due to system errors. Also, some viruses simply do
not allow Windows to shut down properly. Therefore, in order to solve the problem, it is worth using special programs. The
Norton Anti-Virus PRO utility is a great help for all users to remove viruses and restore the computer without any problems. It
performs a full system scan and search for malicious code. In the course of work, it analyzes the loaded drivers and creates the
necessary list of updates. Due to this, temporary files and the registry are cleared of virus programs.
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